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Abstract. We are concerned with forms of interaction in which multiple users,
with differing agendas and interests, may realise opportunities for useful synchronisation of their activities. We present a framework in which intelligent software
agents act as semi-autonomous intermediaries among nomadic users. Agents capture and process information about situations (specifically about the environment,
users and their activities) in order to jointly find and negotiate opportunities for
coordinating the activities of their respective users. The interaction is structured
using a negotiation protocol that exploits a hierarchical representation of tasks
and goals.

1 Introduction
The use of mobile computing devices and services in everyday life is increasing largely
due to the advancement of enabling technologies [13] as well as increasing efforts to
make the technology more usable [16]. One of the challenges presented to the developer
of such technologies is dealing with the complexity imposed by situations involving
users who are mobile. Scenarios involving mobile technology usage often do not involve single, well-modeled users operating within a stable environment and interacting
with stationary technologies. Part of the challenge for the developers of mobile technologies is to respond to a user’s embeddedness in such situations in a sensible way.
Opportunities exist to utilise new technologies to augment and alleviate the complexity
of user situations, including the reconciliation of different interests and agendas among
multiple parties. This might involve, for example, coordinating a meeting at a particular
time in a particular place among many busy individuals.
An additional challenge for developing context-aware mobile systems is responding
to actions and interactions that are neither planned nor routine [14] but evolving from interaction with an ever-changing environment. These actions and interactions are aligned
to those well documented in computer-supported cooperative work that often form the
cement that binds ’core’ actions and interactions together: spontaneous, lightweight interactions [15, 17]. They are described as “impromptu,” “quick and easy to initiate,”
“short and informal,” “brief,” “unplanned,” and “intermittent” [ibid]. These interactions
often manifest themselves as accidental, corridor conversations among work colleagues
[4]. Thus they are not routine, as some reflection on work practice is often involved. Nor
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are they planned in a deterministic sense as they are often accidental. However, they are
related to individual actors’ ongoing courses of action, or generic goals and they often
involve negotiating multiple courses of action to achieve a shared goal. We dub these
interactions impromptu coordination.
Impromptu coordination poses a challenge for technology support not only because
of its unpredictability but due to the very nature of the mobile situations that form
their backdrop: these situations involve physical movement or traversal through environments possessing multifarious agents (such as people and computational agents) and
resources (such as digital displays and mobile phones). In addition, due to the nature
of interaction investigated here (impromptu coordination) the demand on the effective
exchange of information among agents is high and as a result there is a very high computational load for both the user and the supporting context-aware device. Here we
suggest there is an opportunity to utilize specific agent technology to assist with these
kind of interactions through the effective use of available resources by involved agents.
Research into computational multi-agent systems [18] has produced a variety of
techniques for facilitating and controlling interaction among computational agents. In
particular, a wide range of frameworks for automated negotiation have been presented [5].
In this paper, we explore the use of a novel automated negotiation technique, dubbed
interest-based negotiation [11], to support impromptu coordination among mobile users.
By doing so, the paper advances the state of the art in two ways. First, it is the first attempt at using negotiation techniques to support non-routine coordination of mobile
users. Most existing work on agents for mobile devices focuses on supporting single
users [12] or collaborative teams executing routine tasks [1]. Second, the paper introduces a novel coordination architecture, which integrates context-aware networked
devices, agent-based reasoning, and automated negotiation. This approach may be used
for building a variety of mobile coordination-support systems, that suit domains beyond
that of the simple narrative used here for illustration.
Our argument for the possibility of using interest-based negotiation to support impromptu coordination proceeds as follows. In the next section, we outline key characteristics of mobile user coordination and how they require some form of negotiation.
In section 3, we present our conceptual and technical framework for supporting mobile
coordination through automated negotiation, and illustrate the use of the framework
through an example. We conclude in section 4.

2 The Problem of Impromptu Coordination
We begin in section 2.1 by defining impromptu coordination. Then, in section 2.2, we
describe some informal observations on the role of technology in facilitating interactions through which multiple users, with differing agendas and interests, may realise
opportunities for useful coordination of their activities. To better understand the opportunities for technology intervention, we take Luff and Heath’s [7] advice and “examine
activities in which people engage with others when they are ‘mobile’ and how various tools and artefacts feature in those activities.” To this end, we analyse an informal
narrative in section 2.3 to distill essential characteristics of mobile use.
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2.1 Impromptu Coordination
For mobile users, opportunities for collaboration arise more frequently than with static
users due to the more diverse forms of context change, such as change in the user’s
location or the proximity of multiple users. Such opportunities usually cannot be anticipated a priori. Negotiation is a way of dynamically realising and taking advantage of
such opportunities.1 This also relates to the findings of Perry et al [8], who build on the
Luff and Heath [7] study through the examination of 17 mobile workers in the United
Kingdom. Specifically, they recommend that technologies supporting mobile workers
should “allow more effective planning of activities and flexible allocation of resources”
and “allow the location, use of, and access to locally available resources.”
2.2 Supporting Impromptu Coordination
In the settings of interest, the user is mobile, connected, and engaged in complex interactions. This creates an opportunity for technology to support the user. In Table 1,
we list different levels of support that technology could provide, and compare the extent to which different technologies go. The most basic approach would be to provide
connectivity, for example, using mobile telephones. However, when support only takes
the form of communication facilitation, users would, ‘in their heads,’ need to keep track
of all changes to their context, manage the complexity of identifying opportunities as
events unfold, deal with multiple interaction partners, and so on. This places great cognitive load on mobile users, and it is precisely for this reason that support software such
as calendar applications are appropriate tools.
When a mobile phone is endowed with a calendar functionality, the user can ‘outsource’ the storage of large amounts of information about activities (meetings, special
occasions, etc.) to their device. This representation of individual activities can then be
used to help a user coordinate with others. Applications allowing for group task representation, such as Microsoft Outlook with the Exchange Sever, go a step further by
providing stationary users with representations of multiple users activities in a globally
accessible manner.
One could envisage device support not only through representation of individual
and group activities, but also automation to support the cognitive processes that exploit
and manipulate those representations. Such automatic processes would use the available
information about the user’s situation as well as information available about other users
in order to automatically negotiate agreements over collaboration and coordination of
activities. Through more elaborate examples, in the following section we demonstrate
that making explicit and available a representation of users’ goals and task structures
and some ability to view and configure these, through communication or automatically,
can better support impromptu coordination.
2.3 Characteristics of Impromptu Coordination
We now discuss particular characteristics of impromptu coordination and how they
require some form of negotiation. These characteristics emerged from discussions in a
1
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Table 1. Levels of support for impromptu coordination
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multi-disciplinary focus group and among the authors of a narrative based on a diary
of an actual PhD student renamed Omar, generated over a period of three days. The
narrative approach has been used in order to understand individual mobile activities in
other projects, such as ActiveCampus [3]. An approach grounded in broader and more
systematic data collection would be desirable in the future, c.f. [4].
Narrative 1 I realized I had not set up a lift home so I called my wife. I couldn’t get
through, so I left her a message and asked her to call me when she was close. While
waiting for her to reply, I continued work. Then I called Jack to discuss our Wednesday
meeting. Jack happened to be in his car on his way in a direction not too far from my
home. He was short on time because he needed to pick up a book from the city first. I
managed to get myself a lift by offering to borrow a copy for him from the University
library.
In the narrative above, Omar being connected to Jack was critical to him being
able to capitalise on the opportunity presented by Jack’s proximity. The phone did not
allow him to predict the possible chances of the success of this opportunistic interaction
through a representation of Jack’s goals or tasks.
Fluidity Kakihara and Sorenson [6] describe how the interaction experienced by mobile individuals is ‘fluid’. Thus “human interaction is becoming ambiguous and transitory. The patterns of social interaction are dynamically reshaped and renegotiated
through our everyday activities significantly freed from spatial, temporal and contextual constraints” [ibid]. Fluidity is apparent in the narrative above, describing Omar’s
activity.
Fluidity in the narrative above suggests that interaction can be rather occasional during impromptu coordination among mobile individuals, since the environment in which
these portable devices operate changes more frequently than with stationary computers.
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Thus, for the agents involved, well-established, long-term relationships, in which task
structures are well-defined and agreed upon, are less likely. In addition, the dynamism
in the presence of resources within the immediate environment (such as a car) as a result
of mobile situations involving impromptu coordination makes it even more difficult for
the agents involved to reduce uncertainty. Negotiation is one way of reaching temporary
agreement in such dynamic situations.
Heterogeneity When the modelling of situations involving impromptu coordination
among mobile individuals is to take into account varying location, time, user profiles,
tasks, interaction history, etc., we are confronted with a much greater variety of agent
(and user) types. Each individual agent may achieve tasks in a different way. It is unlikely that information about this heterogeneity will be available a priori. Negotiation is
a natural way to exchange information and reach useful agreement or compromise with
collaborators (or in collaboration settings) not known before.
In the above narrative, Omar’s coordination could have been made easier by a representation of Jack’s and, at the very least, his availability. Given the complexity of these
representations, some automation of the process of reconciling goals and availability
among the multiple parties involved would also have been desirable.

Domain
Knowledge

Domain
Knowledge

Context info,
goals, etc.

Context info,
goals, etc.
Negotiate

Options,
Deals

Options,
Deals
context
info

User

context
info

Act

User
Act

Environment

Fig. 1. Conceptual framework for mobile coordination through automated negotiation

Privacy and Connectivity Mobile users who are involved in impromptu coordination
are constantly confronted with different interaction partners that want to obtain information about them. Users may be unwilling to disclose all the information required to
run a centralised algorithm for coordinating joint activity. They may be willing to do
so only when interacting with particular partners, or when the they realise the potential
benefit of exchanging such information. Negotiation is a natural way to reconcile one’s
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own wish to protect private information with the potential benefit of interacting with
others.

3 Negotiation for Impromptu Coordination
In the previous section, we argued that impromptu mobile coordination requires the
ability to represent information about the tasks of different users, and the ability to interactively process this information. The situations in which these users are involved,
as already discussed, are complex. In this section, we present how an automated negotiation framework can fulfill these requirements, and hence may be used in order to
support interacting mobile users.
3.1 Conceptual Overview
Our conceptual framework for mobile coordination through automated negotiation is
illustrated in figure 1. An agent running on a user’s mobile device acts as an intermediary between the user and other potential collaborators. The agent gathers information
from the environment (e.g., lecture times, location of user and colleagues) and from the
user (e.g., availability, goals). The agent then uses this information, as well as domainspecific knowledge (e.g., procedures for borrowing books from the library) in order to
negotiate with agents representing other users. Negotiations are motivated by the user’s
goals and aim at achieving ‘deals’ with other users and present the opportunity to alleviate the difficulties presented to mobile users involved in impromptu coordination.
Negotiation may result in useful potential deals (e.g., appointment, lunch, lift home),
these are proposed to the respective users, who might accept, reject, or modify these
deals as they see suitable. To enable this kind of automated support, we need to encode
information about users goals and use this information in the negotiation process. In order to address this issue, the automated negotiation framework we adopt enables agents
to exchange information about their respective users’ goals. As a result, agents are more
likely to improve the likelihood and quality of a deal.
3.2 The Negotiation Framework
Since we require a negotiation mechanism that exploits representations of users’ tasks
and goals, we base our framework on the recently proposed interest-based negotiation
framework [11]. We now give a brief overview of the framework.
Each computational agent has explicit representations of its desires. In order to
achieve its desires, an agent decomposes these desires into less abstract goals, which
may themselves be decomposable into other (sub-)goals, until concrete actions are
reached (i.e., physical actions agents may execute directly in the world). This results
in a hierarchical structure in which the top-level root nodes represent desires, intermediate nodes represent abstract goals, and leaf nodes represent concrete actions to be
executed.
The framework involves a set AGENTS of agents, a set PROPS of belief propositions representing the agent’s view of the world, and a set ACTIONS of actions.
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The framework makes use of planning rules of the form ϕ1 & . . . & ϕn → h, where
ϕ1 , . . . , ϕn ∈ PROPS ∪ ACTIONS and h ∈ PROPS . Intuitively, a planning rule
means that the agent believes that if actions or sub-goals ϕ1 , . . . , ϕn were realised, then
h will be realised. We denote by PRULES the set of all possible planning rules.
Definition 1. (Plan) A plan for desire d ∈ PROPS is a finite tree such that:
– d is the root of the tree.
– A non-leaf node is a proposition p ∈ PROPS and has exactly n children ϕ1 , . . . , ϕn
where ϕ1 & . . . & ϕn → p ∈ PRULES .
– The leaves of the tree are actions.
An agent i may have more than one desire, defined in a desire set Di . Given a set of
initial desires, the agent selects a consistent (sub-)set of these desires, which can also be
achieved using a set of consistent plans.2 The agent intends (i.e., becomes committed to)
these desires as well as their corresponding plans. The exact mechanism by which the
agent selects its intended desires and plans (e.g., based on desires’ relative importance,
or plans’ relative costs) is outside the scope of our study.3
Part (a) in Fig. 2 shows a sketch of (parts of) the plan structures for Omar and Jack
from the narrative 1 above. Jack intends to go to the city because it is part of a plan for
getting a book, which is, in turn, part of a larger plan for writing a research paper. To
get a book, Jack needs to both get the book details and go to the city. To write the paper,
Jack also needs to collect data, and possibly achieve other goals and actions. This is
encoded in the following rules:4
getBookDetails & goToCity → getBook
getBook & collectData → writePaper
On the other hand, Omar wants to go home, and one way to do so is to get a lift.
Since agents are not always capable of achieving their goals individually, they may
choose (or need) to negotiate with other agents in order to obtain their commitments
towards achieving certain actions. A contract specifies what actions each agent has to
perform.
Definition 2. (Contract) A contract is an expression of the form
Do(x1 , α1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ Do(xn , αn )
where xi ∈ AGENTS | 1 ≤ i ≤ n and where Do(xi , α) denotes that agent xi will
execute action α.
Negotiation aims at achieving a deal: a contract that is acceptable by all agents required
to perform actions within that contract.
Participants in the negotiation dialogue may exchange information about each others’ plan structures according to a specific interaction protocol. They can then exploit
2
3
4

More details on the formal model can be found in [9].
This may be operationalised, for example, using a hierarchical planner [2].
Note that for the time being, we use a simple notation for describing rules. More realistically,
one would need to express and reason about the temporal aspects of actions.
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and/or influence each others’ plan structures in order to enable or improve agreement(s).
Agents interact using a set of locutions (or primitive message types), which can be exchanged by agents according to a protocol. Due to space limitations, we only present
the locutions along with an informal explanation.
PROPOSE(i, j, Ω): Agent i proposes a contract Ω to agent j.
ACCEPT(i, j, Ω): Agent i accepts contract Ω previously proposed by j.
REJECT(i, j, Ω): Agent i states that contract Ω is not acceptable to it.
ASSERT(i, j, X): Agent i states that it believes statement X.
QUESTION(i, j, X): Agent i asks agent j whether it believes statement X.
CHALLENGE(i, j, X): Agent i asks agent j to provide a justification for formula
X.
L7 RETRACT(i, j, X): Agent i retracts formula X that it previously asserted.
L8 REQ-PURPOSE(i, j, x): Agent i asks agent j to assert one of the super-goals of
the action or goal denoted by x.
L9 REQ-ACHIEVE(i, j, x): Agent i asks agent j to explain how it intends to achieve
the goal or desire denoted by x.
L10 QUIT(i): Agent i announces its withdrawal from the negotiation dialogue.
L11 PASS(i): Allows agent i to pass its turn in the dialogue.
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6

Using locutions L5, L8, L9 and L4, agents can exchange information about each others’
plans. Then, they could influence each others’ plans by doing one of the following:
– Argue that some of the beliefs or rules used in constructing a plan is incorrect. This
may be achieved through a combination of challenges and counter assertions (using
L6 and L4 );
– Introduce new beliefs or planning rules, by making new assertions;
These forms of influence may cause a variety of changes in the receiving agent’s adopted
plans and selected desires. Based on this, agents may be endowed with a variety of
strategies that guide the way they influence each other. We do not further explore these
issues here, but the reader may refer to [10, 11] for a more elaborate discussion.
3.3 Illustrative Example
Let us revisit the narrative introduced in section 2.3. Recall the situation where Omar
fails to get in contact with his wife to secure a lift home. A device equipped with negotiation abilities could automatically attempt to find alternative ways to get a lift home
by searching for nearby friends and checking (with their devices) for potential coordination. As soon as Omar’s device detects that Jack is in a nearby area, it requests a lift
from Jack’s device. Upon inspection of the request, Jack’s device discovers there is not
enough time to drop by the university if Jack was to pick the book from the city on time;
i.e., that there is some form of conflict between the two actions (in this case, the conflict
is temporal). Omar’s device could attempt to find out the reason behind the rejection,
and suggest an alternative plan for getting the book (by Omar lending his copy of the
book to Jack), in exchange for getting a lift.
Table 2 shows the dialogue sequence just described, using the locutions defined in
the previous section, between Omar’s and Jack’s negotiation-enabled mobile devices.
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Table 2. Example negotiation dialogue

Omar:

PROPOSE(omar, jack, Do(jack, giveLift)

Jack:

REJECT(jack, omar, Do(jack, giveLift)

Omar:

PASS

Jack:

ASSERT(jack, omar, conflict(goToCity, giveLift))

Omar:

REQ-PURPOSE(omar, jack, goToCity)

Jack:

ASSERT(jack, omar, prule(getBookDetails &
goToCity → getBook ))

Omar:

ASSERT(omar , jack, prule(lendBook → getBook ))

Jack:

PASS

Omar:

PROPOSE(omar, jack, Do(omar, lendBook ) & Do(jack, giveLift))

Jack:

ACCEPT(jack , omar, Do(omar, lendBook ) & Do(jack, giveLift))

Part (b) in Fig. 2 shows Jack’s modified plan, which now help achieve the desires of
both himself and Omar.
There are other types of arguments that Omar could provide in an attempt to entice
Jack to drop the goal of going to the library. For example, after acquiring more information about Jack’s goal structure, Omar may attempt to disqualify Jack’s ultimate goal
of writing a paper, say by stating that data collection cannot be done on time anyway.
See [11] for more details on arguments and locutions.

Omar
Get
home

Get book

Collect
data

Write paper

Jack

Get book X

Collect
data

Negotiate

9 00

8 00

7 00

9 00

(a) Both agents during negotiation

Fig. 2. An abstract view of negotiation

Give
Omar
Lift

8 00

Get
book
details

Get lift
home

7 00

Go to
city

8 00

7 00

Get
book
details

9 00 Borrow book

Write paper

Jack

(b) Jack's new plan structure
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3.4 Characteristics Revisited
The framework we presented offers the features required to deal with the characteristics of impromptu mobile coordination discussed in section 2.3 above. In particular,
the framework caters for the fluidity encountered in situations of mobile use involving impromptu coordination, since coordination does not assume predetermined and
pre-negotiated task structures. Moreover, the focus on tasks and their underlying goals
also enables impromptu realisation of opportunities for coordinating activities. By expressing the resources and objectives explicitly, it becomes possible to build technology
that processes this information in order to “allow more effective planning and flexible
allocation of resources” [8].

4 Conclusions
In this paper, we have argued that automated negotiation technologies, from the multiagent systems literature, are valuable for facilitating impromptu coordination among
mobile individuals. We have grounded our discussion in current studies of mobile users
and, through a narrative, identified key issues of mobile coordination and showed how
they may be addressed using negotiation technologies. In particular, we argued for the
suitability of negotiation frameworks that represent and manipulate users’ goals. This
is because negotiation allows coordination to be task-focused in the context of a user’s
current situation, and so no long term coordination structures are required (as is required, for example, in the Electric Elves project [1]). We have presented a framework
for automated negotiation that exploits a hierarchical representation of tasks and goals,
and demonstrated how it can be used to provide the required support.
In the longer term, future work includes experimenting with, testing, and validating
various negotiation strategies within the negotiation framework in real usage situations
involving interaction with the environment by users and computational agents. Other
future research include detailed consideration of the design and usability issues surrounding the interaction with the user. There is also an opportunity to rationalise the
environment in terms of resources and affordances that agents and users alike can interact with and utilise. For example, a GPS service running on the Internet can be seen
as a resource-for-computational agent and a city building as an affordance-for-human
agent. We hope to explore these notions in future work.
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